













The Plague of Hell House

By:Xavier O'Rourke








Fade In:

Int.Mansion-Night

Super:October 19th, 1804

A royal ball is taking place. The dance floor is full of twirling couples,
laughter and champagne fill the air.

Flash:Decapitated bodies, blood gushing out of mouths, women screaming and
running down hallways, blood spattering on walls.

The ball is in full swing, we pan over to a group of people, laughing gayly.

Flash:Women crying, men caked in blood, fingernails being ripped off, a woman
hanging herself

We are now in a room. A woman has a noose around her neck, she stands on a bed.
She jumps off


Ext.Building-Day

Super:Two hundred years later 

                                             
Int.Office-Day

We pan over the office, it appears were in C.E.O.'s office.

Voice(O.S)-No, You listen to me asshole, I get what I want and I want Mrs. Evelyn
Price at that fucking dinner, I dont care If you have to hop

We pan over to see ROY DEMARCO, 37, A real hard ass.He is talking on a phone.

Roy(cont.)
On a fucking camel and get her yourself, just do it

Roy hangs up.

Roy
 That's the last time I hire relatives

There is a knock at his door.

Roy
Yeah

The door opens, in walks his secretary

Secretary
Um Mr. DeMarco, you have a letter

The secretary reveals an envelope.

Roy
Are you gonna give it to me or do I have to go over there on my magic carpet and get it

His secretary quickly walks over and put's it on his desk. The camera zooms
on the letter. 

Roy
Get me a jack and coke

												
							


Int. Living Room-Morning

Two kids are screaming and jumping on a couch. GALE KENNEDY, 41, the soccer mom 
type is carrying two bowls of ceriel.

Gale
Alright kids, come and eat

Boy
Mom, I dont want to eat

Girl
Me either

Gale
But we have to eat to be big a strong
(beat)
Carrie did you test your blood?

Carrie
Yes mom

Gale
Ok, good girl

Voice(O.S.)
Gale what the hell did you do with my green tie?

In walks in Gale's husband, FREDDY KENNEDY
Gale
It should be in the drawer

Freddy
Well it's not so look for it

Gale
I have to get the kids ready for school

Freddy stares at her coldly.



Freddy 
Could I see you for a moment

Gale
Um,Okay

											Cut to:

Int. Bedroom-Morning

The pair enter

Freddy
What the fuck was that?

Gale
What was what?

Freddy
You fucking know, I know your not that stupid

Gale
The tie is in the drawer, I know it is

Freddy
Well look for it

Gale goes over to the drawer, she opens it and quickly finds the tie.

Gale
Here it is

Gale gives Freddy the tie

Freddy
It wasnt there a minute ago

Freddy ties the tie

Freddy
Look I wont be home until late so you have to feed the kids

Gale
But I need to drive to the country to see my mom

Freddy
Well, cancel it

Gale 
I can't

Freddy
Well do it

Gale
But she's sick

Freddy
Well I have a meeting with some very important clients, and
I can't cancel, you can visit your mother any time

Gale
But-

Fredy(cutting off Gale)
Just do it, I'm late

Freddy exits.

									


Int. Mansion-Dusk

The mansion is far from the ball room days we saw earlier, think "Texas Chainsaw
Massacre" with a bit of "The Haunting". We pan around. We go down a hall. A woman
comes in sight, it's JEAN LEGROW,34,a shy woman. She is followed by her real estate
developer, JASON MYERS, 56, looking haggard.

Jason
When was the property built?

Jean
Um, I believe around 1798, or 1800

Jason
And whom have you inheireted this property from?

They continue to walk down the hall, Jean stops. She looks out a window.


Jean
My grandfather

Jason
Well, it's workable

Jean
I would like it renevated by the 19th of October, if that is possible

Jason
Um, well, little lady I'm thinking more January

Jean(discouraged)
Is, is there any other way of speeding up the process

Jason
I'm afraid not(beat)
Well you better get going, I need to stick around, take a look at the damage

Jean
Oh, Oh ok, thank you

Jean begins to walk away to the door

Jason
You do have my number

Jean
Yes, Thank you

Jean exits

Jason
Well shit

Int. Ballroom-Dusk

Jason enters. The ball room is thick in dust, the windows are cracked, boards loose,
Jason takes a look around. BANG!The door slams behind him, causing him to jump.


Jason
Jesus H. Christ

Jason shakes it off with a laugh.

Int. Hallway-Dusk

Jason exits the ballroom and goes in to the grand hall.

Int.Grand Hall-Dusk

Jason stands in the hall. Compared to the rest of the house, the stairwell
is extremely grand.

Jason
Well I'll be god damned

Jason continues to talk to himself. The camera pans over to the wall, a small
crack begins to grow larger, blood pours out from the crack. Jason turns around
and see's the unique sight.

Jason
What the hell

Jason walks over and presses his hand on the crack. He smears the blood on the wall.
He turns to see three people, dressed in 1800 era clothes standing on the stair case,
just looking at him, in a sight of extreme hate.

Jason
May I help you?

Ext. Mansion-Dusk

We see the mansion in full, it appears to be in a swamp. Ivy engrosses the back of the mansion.

Flash:Bodies dropping, blood gushing from eyes, pleas for help, wrists being slit, mirrors
being broken.

Ext. Highway-Dusk

A lonely stretch of road is all that can be seen for miles.
A S.U.V. zooms passed the camera. 

Int. S.U.V.-Dusk
We see Gale, driving, look distressed

We move past the S.U.V. in to a Mustang behind her.

Int. Mustang-Dusk
Inside the Mustang is DAMON MANCINI,29, looking older then he really is.

Ext. Highway-Dusk

We follow a convertable as it drives down the same highway.

Int. Covertable-Dusk
In the convertable is LILA GAVIN, 25, a beutifull woman.

Int.Honda-Dusk

Inside the Honda is Jean LeGrow, she appears to be anerved. In the 
passenger seat are several bottles of perscriptions.She reaches in
the back seat, and grabs a lighter. She takes a cigarette from a box
next to her. The lighter doesnt work.

Jean
Oh come on, work, please, dont do this now

Jean throws the lighter against the dashboard. The cigarette is still in
her mouth, she reaches back again, we set in on a lighter. BAM!Something
lands on Jean's hood.

Jean
Aaaahhhh!

Ext. Highway-Dusk

The Honda swirves down the road, in to a field.

Ext. Field-Dusk

The car comes to a complete stop

Int. Honda-Dusk

Jean is in the car, head against the steering wheel. She begins to mumble.

Ext. Field-Dusk

Jean gets out of the car. And looks at her windsheild, it's beat up, with 
blood dripping down from certain points.

Jean
Oh my god(beat)
Somebody help me

Ext. Highway-Dusk

The S.U.V. begins to wind down the road. 

Int. S.U.V.-Dusk

Gale is driving, determined to get to her destination. She takes a sip
of coffee. She begins to does off, SMACK! Something hits the side of her
windsheild that startles her. 

Gale
Jesus

Gale loses control of the car, she drives in to a tree. 

Int. Mustang-Dusk

Damon
Fuck!

Damon swirves around a figure in the road and crashes in to Gale's car.

	Cut to:

Ext. Field-Dusk

Nobody gets out of the car, steam is coming from the S.U.V.

Int. Mustang-Dusk

Damon is leaning back, a slight cut on his face

Ext. Field-Dusk

Both Gale and Damon get out of their cars, somewhat disorientated. 
Jean quickly runs up to them.

Jean
Can you help us?!

Damon
What the hell were you doing in the middle of the road you stupid bitch?!

Gale
Is someone with you?

Jean
Yeah, he's back there

Jean turns around. We see Roy sitting on the bumper of her car, looking pissed.

Damon
Who's the suit?

Jean
I,I, Some guy I hit 

Damon
What the hell are you trying to do, kill everyone on the highway?

Jean
It was an accident, he came out of nowhere

Gale
How do you suppose I am supposed to get out of here?

Jean
Well, I have this, this place we can go to, but's its miles
back

Damon
Why didnt you go there sooner?

Jean
I, I dont know, I just thought of it

Gale
Does it have a phone?

Jean
Yeah, I think, it's worth a try

Damon
Then why are we just sitting here like assholes

BANG! A loud pop is heard, Damon, Gale, and Jean all turn to see the convertable
begin to stall.

Int. Convertable-Dusk

Inside the convertable, Lila is suprised.

Lila
What the fuck just happened

Lila gets out of the car. She walks toward Jean, Gale, and Damon

Ext. Field-Dusk

Gale
Are you okay?

Lila
Does it look like I'm okay? 
I just been fired, broke up with a boyfriend, 
and now I am stuck here, so no I am not fucking okay

Damon
What happened to your tire

Lila
Do I look like a mechanic?

Voice(O.S.)
Well

It voice belongs to Roy.

Roy(cont.)
What is the plan?

Gale
She say's there is a place where there is a phone

Damon
Hey buddy, what happened to your car?

Roy
Elves took it, I ran out of gas, I was trying to
get a lift when this crazy bitch ran me over

Gale
Where were you going?

Roy
A dinnerdate, sweet hart

Damon(turning to Lila)
What about you?

Lila
Thats none of your goddamn business

Gale(difussing tension)
Well let's get started

Roy
Hold on a second where the hell are we going?

Damon
She said she has a place

Roy
Oh a place, around here

Jean
Yeah, no, well yeah kind of

Roy
a-duh,a-duh,a-duh, speak up

Jean
Yes, yes I do

Lila
Great

Ext. Mansion-Dusk

The group walks up to the door.

Lila
Holy fuck, you didnt tell us it was twenty miles away


No one pays attention

Jean
Well this is it

The group eyes the mansion. They look in there faces shows there enthusiasm.

Roy
Are you kidding?

Gale
I, I think it looks nice

Lila
If your Frankenstien

Roy
So what are the sleeping arrangements?
Me and the honey in the suite

Lila
In your dreams, Fabio

Damon begins to chuckle


Int. Mansion-Dusk

The group enters the grand hall.

Damon
Wow

Lila
What a fucking dump

Jean(O.S.)
The house was built in 1800 or somewhere
around there I dont really know

Roy
Thank you for that useless piece of information

Gale
Now, let's just find a phone and get out of here

The group leaves, except for Lila. She is busy staring at herself in the
mirror. She begins to fluff her hair when she see's a scab like wound 
by her hairline.

Lila
What the hell is that

Int. Dining Room-Dusk

Damon and Gale enter.

Damon
This is classy

Gale
She never told us where the phone was

Damon
Even if there was one do you think it would work?

Gale
I suppose not
(beat)
I'm Gale

Damon
Nice to meet you

Damon leaves

Gale 
Likewise
Int. Lounge-Dusk

Jean enters the Lounge. It's thick with dust, cobwebs, and broken furniture.
Jean makes her way to the bar. Something jumps out behind the bar, it's Roy.

Roy
Did I scare you, darling

Jean
N, No

Roy
So what will it be?

Jean
I, I don't drink

Roy
Well thats good, since there isnt any

Jean
Any what?

Roy
Alcohol, you know as in you drink it

Jean
Oh, Ok

Roy
So where's Miss Congeniality?

Int. Grand Hall-Dusk

Lila still is looking at the scab. Lila leans in closer. She stares. Something 
jumps out from behind her.

Lila
Fucker

It's Roy

Roy
We can't find a phone, nobody has a cell phone,
so looks like this is our Four Seasons

Lila
Great

Roy
So, are we sharing that room?

Lila
 I'd rather perform
gall bladder surgery on myself

Roy
Ok, so I get top bunk

Roy walks away

Roy(under his breath)
Bitch

Lila
Asshole

Lila then looks back at the mirror. The scab is gone.

Int. Hallway-Night

Damon is looking through all the doors, trying to find a bedroom.

Damon
If I was a toilet, where would I hide

He opens a door, it's a bathroom.

Damon
Don't mind if I do

Damon enters and closes the door. 

Int. Dining Hall-Night

Gale and Jean are sitting across from each other. Staring.

Gale
So uh, what's your name

Jean
Jean

Gale
Well it's nice to meet you

Jean nods

Gale
I like your dress

Jean
Thank You

Gale
So uh, how did you come across this place?

Jean
It was in the family, when my grandfather died,
it was left to me

Gale
I'm sorry, Were you guys close?

Jean
Um, No, not really, he he used to scare
me, with these horrible ghost stories. I
would get nightmares, and and stay up.

We zoom in on Jean

Jean(cont.)
all, all night. I only met him few
times, he would spend most of his
days here, at this place, just dancing,
by himself

Gale
Oh my

Jean
Yeah, um, he would say that they told him
to, we never found out who they was, we found
his body here, in the ballroom. The autopsy
said that his heart jus stoped, like like he
got scared to death,

A hand slams down on the table, frightining both Gale and Jean. It's Roy

Roy
Do have anything to eat?

Jean
No, nothing

Roy
Anything to drink

Jean
Uh, no, again

Roy
Well then, looks like it's gunna be a cozy night

Int. Hallway-Night

Damon comes out of the bathroom, sniffing. It appears he has just done some
cocaine. He is high off of it Lila comes down the hall.

Lila
What's in there?

Damon
The shitter

Lila
Good to know


Lila proceeds down the stairs followed by Damon

Int. Longue-Night

The entire group is sitting at the run down bar, with the exception
of Roy who is standing behind it.

Roy
So David

Damon
It's Damon, ass

Roy
Damon, what exatly do you do for a living, sweep up
after the high schoolers 

Damon
I am on a morning radio show

Roy
Would I have heard of it

Damon
KRGR 96.7

Roy
I'm sorry but I listen to classical music,
people who actually have talent

Gale speaks up trying to distract Roy's insult

Gale(speaking to Lila)
So um, I never did catch you name

Lila
It's Lila

Gale
Thats a beutifull name

Lila
It's disgusting

Gale 
Where were you headed

Lila
An interview for a movie deal

Damon
Really which one

Lila
Scream 4

Roy
There actually trying to make a sequel to that
fucking piece of shit movie

Gale
I am not really a fan of horror movies, I still
get nightmares from The Exorcist

Lila
Every since Neve Campbell pulled out
they've been desperately trying to call me for
the roll of Sydney

Roy
Well honey you dont exactly look like a 
college student

Lila
You sure know how to compliment a woman

Roy
I am the best

Damon(turning to Jean)
You don't say much

Jean
Yes, yes I do

Lila
She doesnt have to, I mean were stuck
in her grandfathers dismal mansion, I'm sure
she is embarassed

Roy
Well we all are not that high class as
the Motel 6

Lila
Or Hackinsack, New Jearsey

Roy
What?

Lila
I looked at your business card

Roy
I appreciate that

Gale
So um Roy what kind of business do you run?

Gale and Roy continue to mumble offscreen. Damon notices a blood trail
leading out of the longue.

Damon(under his breath)
What the hell

Damon gets out of his seat and walks out of the longue. 

Int. Hallway-Night

The trail goes the length of the entire hallway. 

Damon
So when does Leatherface pop out?

Damon walks down the hall, following the trail.

Int. Longue

(Silence)

We see the group talking. We look over the longue, when it becomes crowded
with many people. All from the same time period. 






Int. Ballroom-Night

Lila, Gale, Jean and Roy all are standing around the ball room, looking
through the windows at the swamp that lies around the house

Roy
Postcard view

Gale
So um, Randy-

Roy
Roy, It's Roy

Gale
Roy, um where do you work?

Roy
Far away from this shithole 

Roy
What about yourself

Gale
Well I'm a stay at home mom, 2 kids, 

Roy
Wow, that's interesting, Lila, how about you

Lila
You already know enough

Roy
But I need more

Lila
Really? How bad

Roy
Desperately

Jean speaks up

Jean
Does anyone want a tour?

Gale
I think I am heading to bed, I want to get up early

Jean
Ok, see you in the morning

Gale begins to walk to the door.

Roy
By doll face

As Gale approaches the door, Damon leaps out, scaring her. He is gushing blood
from the mouth.

Gale
Oh my god, what happened?

Damon stumbles in to the ballroom.

Damon
We, we, have to get out, now

Damon comes closer

Roy
Don't fucking move

Jean
We have to help him

Damon the spews blood from his mouth on to Roy

Roy
Fuck

Roy punches Damon down. 

Lila
What the fuck is he doing?

Damon is having convulsions on the ground, blood keeps on gushing

Jean
Oh my god,

Gale
Is there a first aide kit

Roy
What the hell are you going to do? Give him a band aide

We zoom in on Damon. All is silent except for is gasps for air.

Flash:People waltzing, drinking champagne, laughing, a woman hanging herself,
and old man's quivering in a corner, people drinking blood from wine glasses

Damon
Help!!!!!!!!!

Gallons of blood then pour out of his mout, up to the ceiling

(No sound)

Gale is screaming, crying, Roy looks disgusted, Lila looks terrified, Jean
just stands there, eyes like marbles.

Ext. Mansion-Night

Gale comes running out of the doors, nearly vomiting. She leans over,
on the edge of a nervous break down. The others follow.

Roy
What the fuck was that!?

Gale(crying)
I can't go back in there, I can't

Jean
It's true

Lila
What's true?

Jean
My grandfather, the plague that haunted this
house

Lila
What would that be?

Jean
Two hundread years ago, when this place was built,
The DeMont Family held this party

Flashback:People dancing in the ballroom, talking in the grand hall, 
cooking in the kitchen

Jean
Well at that time, there was the Rogue Plague,
A disease only though to infect lower class,
well there was such a, a growing fear that the
guests decided to just stay there untill the plague
dissapeared.

Roy
And?

Jean
Well, it, it turns out that Madam Tatum Riley, 
carried the disease. When everyone found out, they,
they killed her

Flashback:A woman running down a hall, covered in blood, a door opening to reveal
several people stabbing a woman, writing on the wall in blood spelling "Help Me",
a woman crying

Jean
But it was to late the plague had spread, soon
everyone had it it caused insainty, bleeding from
the mouth, and horrible scabs

Flashback:People running around the mansion, People crying, scratching off scabs,
bleeding from the mouth

Jean
Several people killed themselves

Flashback:A woman hung, someone sliting their wrists, jumping out of windows

Jean
Everyone died

Gale, Lila, and Roy all look at her.

Lila
Well looks like I'm gonna die

Gale(sobbing)
Why, why?

Lila
Only virgins live
(turns to Roy)
I'm happy for you

Roy
Fuck you

Gale
Look, everyone we need to leave

Jean
Well, we can't just just leave him here
(beat)
Are we even sure he's dead?

Roy
C'mon, the guy looked like the Kool-Aid Man
was taking a piss through his mouth

Jean
But, but we still can't leave him

Lila
Look, tommorow we can look for a ride and
get in to a town and get the police

Gale
If were still alive tomorrow

Roy
Well I am going back inside, enough
standing here like dicks

Lila
Yeah c'mon

Gale
I'll be just a minute

Int. Grand Hall-Night

The Main door opens and the Roy and Lila step in. The place seems
silent, and still.

Roy
So now were alone

Lila
And the real fun begins

Lila walks towards the Ballroom

Roy
Where the hell are you going

Lila
To look at the damage

Int. Ballroom-Night

Lila steps in to the Ballroom. The body is missing

Lila
What the hell

Lila walks around the Ballroom until she stops in front of a large
mirror above the fireplace. She stares at her reflection.

Roy(O.S.)
Hey Lila

Lila
What?

Roy enters the ballroom

Roy
I'm going to go see If there is 
a working bathroom

Lila
Ok thanks for the update

Roy
Do you want to come?

Lila
Not with you

Roy
I can make you

Lila
I doubt that

Roy
Where's the corpse?

Lila
I don't know

Roy
Maybe it wandered off

Lila
Arnt we Mr. Sensitive

Roy exits. Lila stares back in to the mirror and jumps back. She
see's herself, her hair is falling out. She touches her own hair.
It begins to fall out.

Lila
Eww

She is clawing at her hair. Pieces of her scalp begin falling out, and landing
on the floor. It's all a bloody mess. Lila looks at her reflection and see's her
beutifull self. She looks down, but there is nothing where pieces of her scalp
once were.

Int. Longue-Night

Roy makes his way through the Lounge. 

Roy
Why the hell would a bathroom be in here?

Roy turns around to see a woman on the floor, scratching a scab furiously
at her arm. She is dressed in 1800 era clothes.

Roy
Jesus, what th fuck are you doing here?

She keeps on scratching, furiously

Roy
Hey, hey stop, what the hell are you doing

Roy grabs her arm and turns her around. Blood is pouring out of her mouth.
She is extremely pale.

Woman
It hurts, make it stop

She begins crawling towards him. Blood still gushing from her mouth.

Roy
Just fucking stay where you are, dont move

Woman
But please, I need help

Roy
I can see that, no just stay right the fuck there

The Woman leaps toward Roy.

Int. Grand Hall-Night


Gale is being held up by Jean as they walk towards the kitchen.

Int. Hallway-Night

Roy exits the Longue, looking petrified. He slowly closes the door.
He looks behind him and sees a woman, she has been hung.

Roy
Fuck

Lila(O.S.)
What?

Roy looks where the hanging woman was, there is nothing there,
Roy faces Lila. 

Roy
Nothing

Lila
Ok(beat) where are Jean and soccer mom?

Roy hears something coming from the dining room.

Roy
The Dining Room


Int. Dining Room-Night

Gale and Jean are at the dining room. Lila is looking out a window, and Roy
is looking for something to drink.

Gale
I cant stay here

Jean
Yes, yes you can

Gale
No I cant, I have two children, one of
them a diabetic, and she needs me

Roy
Look, there is no where else to go

Gale
There has to be, someone in this god foresaken place

Roy
Are you kidding? If there was dont you think we would
fucking be there right now

Lila
I agree with Roy, where else are we going to go

Gale
Some where safe

Roy
You believe that bullshit story? Oh the Rogue
Plague, give me a break

Jean
It's true, you saw him

Roy
He probable fucking took to much
cocaine,(beat) I wouldent mind
some myself

Jean
Gale, it's late, we can look in the morning,
Your kids will be, okay

Lila
Well I'm off to bed, all this mayhem wheres me out

Lila exits

Roy
I'll be up in a minute sweetie

Lila flips him off

Gale
I dont feel safe here, I need to go

Jean
You, you can't go, you could get lost

Gale
I would rather be lost then killed

Roy
Look if she want's to go let her go, no shit out of
my ass

Gale(crying)
Would you shut up for a moment please

Roy
Fine, but if you do leave you not fucking coming back

Gale(crying)
And why's late

Roy
You need to learn your mistakes

Gale(crying)
Dont you dare tell me what I can or can't do

Roy
Or what? Your gonna call me names

Gale doesnt pay attention, and cries in to Jean's arms

Int. Bedroom-Night

Gale sits on a bed, crying. She looks at a locket, hanging around her neck.
She opens it to reveal two kids, one on each side. She smiles.

Gale
It's going to be okay babies, tommarow, we can see each
other, okay, but tonight mommy has to stay here

Voice(O.S.)
Mommy

Gale turns to the door, where a child stands

Gale
Excuse me

Girl
Why are you doing that to my mom

Gale
What

Girl
Please get off of her

Flashback:The girl opens a door to see four men stabbing her mother.

Gale
What are you doing here?

The girl runs away, crying

Gale
No wait, come back

Gale chases after her. The girl turns a corner and goes down some stairs.
Gale stalls at the top of the stairs. Gale cautiously begins to go down.

Int. Basement Hallway-Night

Gale is in the hallway, the lights flicker on and off. 

Gale
Hello?

Gale turns around and see's nothing. Gale continues to creep down the
hallway.

Gale
What is your name?

Gale faces a brick wall, blood is spattered on it. It appears it's fresh.
Gale wipes her hand on it.

Girl(O.S.)
Help Me

Flash:A girl standing at the end of the hallway, the girl decaying, 
the blood on the wall

An unseen force knocks Gale down and begins dragging her down the hallway.

Gale
Oh my god, please

Gale is scraping the floor, a fingernail comes off. She begins kicking
violently.

Gale
Somebody help me

She continues to slide down the hall, appearing as if someone is dragging her, quickly.
She is going in to convulsions, screaming for her life.

Ext. Mansion-Night

All is quiet and still.

Int. Kitchen-Night

Roy continues to look for something to drink.

Roy
God damnit

Lila(O.S.)
Looking for something

Roy turns around and see's Lila, looking drunk, holding a wine bottle.

Roy
Where did that come from?

Lila
My room

Lila stumbles forward. She takes a swig.

Roy
Want to share?

Lila
Be my guest

Roy grabs the wine bottle and takes a drink, he spits it out

Roy
That's fucking sick

Lila giggles. Roy looks at the year on the bottle:1804.

Roy
This shit is fucking two hundred

Lila
It still does the trick

Lila leans against a wall

Roy
In that case, wanna get laid?

Lila
Oh yeah, more then anything

Lila walks out of the kitchen, stumbling

Roy
Was that a yes?

Roy turns and see's something out of the window. He creeps towards it,
trying to prove to no one that he is brave. He presses his face against 
the class. Nothing. BANG! A man presses his face against the window.
Roy stumbles back. There is nothing there. Roy then laughs and walks away.

Int. Ballroom-Night

Jean is laying on the only sofa there. She begins to drift asleep. BAM!
She hears a noise that awakens her. She sits up.

Jean
Gale?

Jean sits up and walks out of the ballroom. 

Int. Grand Hall-Night

Jean hears it again, coming from the hallway. She walks down the hall.

Jean
Hello? Is some, someone there

Jean looks down the stairway leading to the basement. She creeps down the stairs.

Int. Basement Hallway-Night

Jean enters the hallway, and see's Gale, her back facing Jean.

Jean
Gale, you scared me

Jean continues walking towards Gale.

Jean
I, I, want you to know I'm glad you here

Jean is standing behind Gale.

Jean
Are you okay?

Jean turns Gale around and let's out a blood curdling scream.

Int. Ballroom-Night

Jean wakes up from her dream. Sweating.

Int. Bedroom-Night

Lila is staring at her reflection in a cracked vainity. She is fluffing her hair.

Lila
God I look like I'm 30
 
A door slams and Lila looks away from the mirror.

Lila
Fuck can I have peace for two fucking seconds

Lila looks back in the mirror, startled. There is nothing there.
Lila can see anything, she has no reflection.

Lila
What the hell?

Lila begins to cry. She runs out of the room and in to the bathroom. She looks
in to the mirror and is horrified. In the mirror, half of her face is a scab. 

Lila
Oh my god, this, this isnt real, no it's not real

Lila keeps on hitting the mirror. Blood begins to spill out of her hands. She is
hysterical. She begins scratching at it. Blood begins to come out of the the scab.
She is furiously scratching, tearing it.

Lila
Ah, Ah, Aahhh!

Int. Hallway-Night

Roy is standing in the hallway. He hears Lila's screams.

Roy
Lila? Are you ready for me

Int. Grand Hall-Night

Roy enters the hall and begins to walk up the stairs.

Roy
Oh Lila

Int. Upstairs Hallway-Night

Roy looks in the direction of the bathroom. The door is slowly
swinging back and forth. 

Roy
Lila, what sex game is this?

Roy is standing by the door. 

Roy
Lila?

Roy pushes the door open.

Tight Shot:Roy's expression of complete horror

Roy backs away from the hallway.

Roy
Jes, What the, Oh fuck

Roy begins to beat his head against the wall. 

Roy
What the hell, is goin, going on

Roy looks at an open door, inside there is a noose hanging from a beam.

Roy enters the room and shuts the door.

Int. Grand Hall-Night

Jean is staring at the stairs.

Jean
Roy?

Jean slowly walks up the stairs.

Jean
Lila? Gale?

Int. Upstairs Hallway-Night

Jean enters the hall. Jean goes to a bedroom door.

Jean
He, Hello?

Jean opens the door. And backs away. We see, Roy's lifeless
body hanging.

Jean
Oh my, Oh my 

Flash:Damon dying, Gale being dragged, Lila scratching, Roy hanging himself

Jean runs down the stairs.



Tight Shot:Jean's eyes are marbles

Almost in a trance Jean walks downstairs.

Int. Ballroom-Night

Jean enters the Ballroom. She slowly begins dancing. We look in the mirror
over the fireplace. In the mirror, we see Jean dancing with a man, many 
people are dancing, Jean is in full evening gown. We go in to the mirror.

Int. Ballroom-Dusk

A party is going on, Jean is dancing. The music ends, and everyone 
claps. Jean walks off the dance floor and over to a group of people.
We see Gale, Damon, Lila, and Roy all appearing to be from the time period.

Jean
Friends, how are you enjoying your stay?

Roy 
Fabulous, absolutely splendid

The girl comes up to Jean.

Girl
Mom, Sir Hitchcock wants to see you

Jean
Thank's Marion

Jean leaves the ballroom and enters a bedroom.

Int Hallway-Dusk

We now see present day Jean, still in a trance, slowly making her way to
a bedroom.

Int. Bedroom-Dusk

In the bedroom are four men, the men who stab the infected woman.

Man
Ah, Ms. Riley, can we discuss something with you

Jean/Tatum
Certaintly

The door closes on the camera. 

Int. Bedroom-Night

We see present day Jean, she closes the door and lays down on the bed.

We hear someone being stabbed. 

Ext. Hallway-Dusk

We are in 1808 again
Voice
Oh no, Help Me!

Int. Bedroom-Night

Present day Jean is being stabbed by some unknown force. She is covered in blood,
blood is gushing out of her mouth.

Ext. Hallway-Dusk

The men exit the room.

Int. Bedroom-Night

We see Jean/Taum's lifeless body, covered in blood. 

Close up:Jean/Tatum's eye

Fade Out

Roll Credits


















 








					

